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5. The rules of the exhibition, certificates and titles 

5.1. All cats present at the exhibition, is to be recorded in the catalog.  

Before the official opening of the exhibition Exhibitors must carry their cats through veterinary control and to register cats present. In the case of the 

two-day exhibition registration of cats made each day of the show! 

Exhibitors shall be obliged to check all information made to the directory and immediately report to the secretariat about all the bugs. 

 

5.2. The competition according to phenotype 

Cats participate in the competition at the exhibition according to the phenotype, ie the expert evaluates the compliance of the appearance of the cat 

optsaniyu breed standard; if cats phenotype differs from the known genotypes, not only known genotype and phenotype cat should be Set in the 

Judge's sheet; in this case, the phenotype to be described EMS-code in parentheses next to the EMS-code genotype. 

 

5.3. Withdrawal of the competition 

With the competition the following cats are removed: 

a. aggressive cats. If two steward could not take a cat out of its cage, it is removed from the competition. If a cat is aggressive at three shows, it 

participated in the following exhibitions at the discretion of the Club; 

b. cats with any abnormality of the testicles. This requirement does not apply to cats, which have not reached 10 months of age; 

c. Cats under the influence of dope and which were introduced tranquilizers, sedatives, or other means, the effect of which can be seen by the eye 

pupil dilation. In case of dispute, the final decision is taken in conjunction with the official veterinarian of the exhibition; 

d. cats with excessive cosmetic treatment (dyeing, bleaching, plucking, etc.) or overly powdered; 

e. cat with amputated claws; 

f. cats who have seen obvious signs of ill health. The final decision is taken by an official veterinarian of the exhibition; 

g. scruffy and dirty cat, for example, dirty ears, presence of parasites, etc. 

h. Cats that do not pass the veterinary control at the entrance to the exhibition, or those which the veterinarian considers ill during the exhibition must 

be removed immediately from the show, along with all the other animals of the owner; 

i. dwarf cat; 

j. blind cats; 

k. cross-eyed cats; 

l. cats with umbilical hernia. 

 

5.4. Disadvantages excluding certificate award  

Common deficiencies that preclude the award of the certificate:  

a. any tail deformity (except neuters);  

b. undershot or overshot, greater than 2 mm;  

c. the tendency to squint;  

d. Eye damage (e.g., the cornea);  

e. exhaustion or obese cats;  

f. Any abnormal depressions, bumps or cracks in the skull and cranial deformation, leading to the asymmetry of face and / or head;  

g. deformation of the chest, including flat chest or any fixed deviation of the sternum or xiphoid process;  

h. any curvature of the spine and any apparent weakness of the hind legs;  

i. permanent protruding tongue;  

j. missing or broken teeth (no rating awarded "Excellent");  

k. incorrect size and shape of the eyes and eyelids (ectropion / entropy) 

 

5.5. Awarded titles and their spelling (designation) 

5.5.1. Qualifications  

• Champion / Premier - CH / PR - Champion / Premior  

• International Champion / Interpremior - IC / IP - Interchampion / Interpremior  

• Grandinterchempion / Grandinterpremior - GIC / GIP - Grandinterchampion / Grandinterpremior  

• Supriya Champion / Premier Supriya - SC / SP - Supreme Champion / Supreme Premior  

• Young Winner - JW - Junior Winner  

• Outstanding Quality Exhibition - DSM 

5.5.2. Requirements for the title 

"Champion" / "Premier"  

To obtain the title of "Champion" or "Premior", the cat should get three diplomas CAC / CAP by three different judges in three ASC shows.  

CAC is awarded in the 'Open' (09) class. / CAP is awarded in the 'Neuter' class (10).  

"International Champion" / "Interpremier"  

To get the title "International Champion" / "Interpremier" cat must get five degrees CACIB / CAPIB from at least four different judges in five international 

ASC (“SuperCats”) shows.  

CACIB is awarded in the 'Champion' class (07) / CAPIB awarded in the class "Pemier" (08).  

"Grandinterchampion" / "Grandinterpremior"  

To get the title "Grand International Champion" or "Grand Interpremier", the cat should get seven or diplomas CAGCIB CAGPIB from at least five 

different judges at international ASC shows.  

CAGCIB awarded in the class "Interchampion" (05) / CAGPIB awarded in the class "Interpremier" (06).  

"Supreme Champion" / "Supreme Premier"  

To obtain the title of "Supreme Champion" or "Supreme Premier" cat should get nine CACS certificates or CAPS by seven different judges at 
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international ASC shows.  

CACS is awarded in the class "Grandinterchampion" (03) / CAPS is awarded in the class "Grandinterpremior" (04). 

5.5.3. The qualification assessment 

Judges give the Qualification of each animal represented in all classes with the exception of:  

- Supreme Champions and Premiers  

- Domestic cats 

Qualification rate:  

- A minimum of 88 points: EXCELLENT (EXCELLENT) - Ex  

- A minimum of 76 points: VERY GOOD (VERY GOOD) - Vg  

- A minimum of 61 points: GOOD (GOOD) - G 

Cats exhibited in the same class, estimated the distribution of seats (classification) - 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

Applicant for CACS / CAPS must score at least 97 points in its class.  

Applicant for CAGCIB / CAGPIB must score at least 96 points in its class.  

An applicant for a CACIB / CAPIB must score at least 95 points in its class.  

An applicant for a CAC / CAP must score at least 93 points in its class. 

Only one cat can get a CAC title of all cats, the contenders for the title and one cat of all cats, the contenders for this title. Similarly, and with every 

other title: CAP, CACIB, CAPIB, CAGCIB, CAGPIB, CACS, CAPS 

 

5.6. Certificates  

The required number of certificates CAC / CAP, CACIB / CAPIB, CAGCIB / CAGPIB, CACS / CAPS for 1 month should be submitted to the club for the 

appropriate certificate of registration in the ASC’ registration center.  

Moving into a higher class exhibition  

After the Cats exhibited won the title (3, 5, 7, or 9 certificates), it must be exposed to a higher class.  

 

5.7. Nomination for Best in Show (NOM) and Best In Show (BIS) 

5.7.1 Nomination for Best in Show (NOM). 

Each judge may nominate one animal in each category, which he judges:  

• an adult cat male 

• an adult cat female 

• adult neutered cat  male 

• adult neutered cat  female 

• Junior 6 - 10 months (regardless of gender)  

• kitten 3 - 6 months (irrespective of sex) 

If the exhibition is held for one breed, the judge may nominate:  

• an adult cat male 

• an adult cat  female 

• adult neutered cat  male 

• adult neutered cat  female 

• Junior Cat 6 - 10 months  

• kitty cat 3 - 6 months  

Domestic cats may be nominated in accordance with the age, such as:  

• Shorthair cat  male, Shorthair female, Shorthair junior, Shorthair kitten. 

• longhair cat male,  Longhair female, Longhair junior, Longhair kitten. 

5.7.2. Requirements for nomination for Best in Show. 

The cat should be recognized in the ASC color and fully recognized breed (not applicable to house cats).  

They must receive at least 97 points 

Provided that the cat has at least 97 points, a judge may nominate: 

• Adult cat for Best in Show adult even if it was defeated in the category of Best in Variety (BIV) a junior or a kitten or an adult of the opposite sex in the 

same color.  

• Alters the Best in Show among eunuchs, even if he was defeated in the category of Best in Variety (BIV) among others castrated eunuchs of the 

opposite sex in the same color.  

• Junior for Best in Show junior even if he was defeated in the category of Best in Variety (BIV) adult or kitten in the same coloration  

• kitten for Best in Show among kittens, even if he was defeated in the category of Best in Variety (BIV) adult or junior in the same coloration 

When the judge finished the examination and nomination of cats in one or more categories, the judge is not allowed again to start judging other cats of 

the same categories, with the exception of cats with unrecognized Color or cats belonging to preliminary recognized or not recognized breeds. 

5.7.3. Best in Show (BIS) . 

The winner of the show - "Best in Show" can be selected 

Each category can have the following titles Best in Show:  

• an adult cat male 

• an adult cat female 

• adult neutered cat  male 

• adult neutered cat  female 

• Junior (regardless of gender)  

• kitten (regardless of gender) 

from which to choose the best cat of this category (Best in Category, BIC). The winners of each category may participate in the final compared to the 

destination best animal exhibition (Best of Best, BOB) 
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If the exhibition is held for one breed each expert can be nominated for Best in Show:  

• an adult cat  male 

• an adult cat  female 

• adult castrated cat male 

• adult castrated cat  female 

• Cat junior 6 - 10 months   

• kitten cat 3 - 6 months  

Domestic cats may have a maximum of 2 Best in Show title  

• Best in Show house cat shorthair and Best In Show longhaired domestic cat  

or  

• Best in Show house cat (male) and Best in Show house cat (female)  

or  

• Best in Show house cat (the only one of both sexes). 

5.7.4. Conditions for Best in Show. 

Cats must be submitted  

• stewards.  

• a catalog number and  EMS-codes. 

The organizer must provide each judge in the Best in Show sheet containing the catalog number, gender and EMS code cats nominated for the Best in 

Show judging.  

All judges and judges of the students must be present at the Best in Show.  

Cats should be examined by each judge to Best in Show, this inspection is done in public. 

5.7.5. Voting at the Best in Show. 

The organizer of the right to decide whether open or secret ballot. The judges must be notified in advance about the chosen method of voting. 

A judge may not abstain from voting during the conduct of the BIS. 

the student's voice will never be counted in the voting result. 

The cat has received the most votes in the voting will be declared Best in Show. 

In the event that votes are equally divided, the decision is made as follows: 

The judges who did not vote for the cats with the highest number of votes shall vote again to choose from cats with the most votes.  

If all the judges voted for the cats with the highest number of votes, the decision should be made attracted a judge who is a judge for this category, 

judges on this show, but do not judge this category at this exhibition. If this judge is not - a decision should be taken voice Chief Judge appointed in 

advance. If a judge is absent, with the help of the lottery. 

5.7.6. The Best in Variety (BIV). 

Best in Variety (BIV) Joined the judge among all cats of the same color, regardless of age and gender, provided that there are at least 3 cats and more 

cats of this group of colors.  

a. In the case of a larger number of competitors, a maximum of 3 different BIV can be assigned (kittens Z - b months, junior 6-10 months and adults) 

under application of the above rules.  

b. Alters are compared separately with each other, except for animals younger than 10 months.  

c. To get the Best in Variety (BIV) cat must have at least 95 points 

5.7.7. Note BIV, NOM and BIS in judicial descriptions. 

Best in Variety, Nomination for Best in Show and Best in Show must be marked in the score sheet. 

 

5.8. Outstanding Show Merit (DSM). 

This title can be obtained at national and international shows and adult cats only fully recognized breeds and house cats.  

To obtain the title, the cat must win Best in Show and Best Opposite Sex, at least 10 times in klasse1-10 or 14. 

The minimum qualifying period for the receipt of this title shall be 2 years and one day between the first Best in Show and Best Opposite Sex and the 

tenth.  

This period is set so that the cat did not get DSM too quickly. 

 

5.9. Young Winner (JW). 

This title can be obtained at national and international shows cats fully recognized breeds.  

To obtain the title, the cat must win Best in Show in classes 11 and / or 12 at least 5 times. 

 

5.10. Outstanding Merits in color (DVM). 

This title can be obtained at national and international exhibitions of cats recognized colors, whole or pre-recognized breeds. 

To obtain the title, the cat must win "Best in Variety" a minimum of 10 times in the class 1-12.  

The minimum qualifying period for the receipt of this title shall be 2 years and one day between the first Best in Variet and tenth.  

This period is set so that the cat did not get DVM too quickly. 

 

6. Special notes on putting up some cat breeds  

6.1. Don Sphynx and Peterbalds wool in variation "brush" may be submitted to the examination, but do not get titles  

6.2. Any polidaktiynye cats, but cats breed Pixie-Bob, it can not be presented for examination. Responsibility for compliance with this rule lies with the 

animal owners.  

6.3. Scottish-Straight can not get titles, except those of them that were recorded as the British before 2007 and which are the castrati. Cats / cats are in 

fact Scottish-Straight, which filings before 2007 were recorded as British SH cat, cats can compete with British rock (in the class of eunuchs). 


